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Manual abstract:
Closing the drawer too quickly could result in early dispensing of bleach or fabric softener. Suitable wash and rinse water temperatures, final spin speed,
options and soil level for each cycle will automatically be displayed. To provide the best care for your laundry, not every temperature, spin speed, option and
soil level is available with every cycle. If a setting is not available, its indicator will not light. â· To select or delete an option, press OPTIONS, then, while the
indicator is blinking, press Select. the indicator will light when the option has been selected. It will no longer be lighted when the option has been deleted.
Read and follow "Washing Procedures" in your Owner's Guide. Sort laundry into loads that can be washed together. Add laundry load to the wash drum.
The washer will not operate with the door open. The status lights will blink, the signal will beep and "dr" will be displayed as a reminder to close the door. â·
As a safety measure, the door will automatically lock during the entire wash cycle and the Door Lock indicator will be lighted. â· A forgotten item can be
added to the wash drum. If the cycle is interrupted during spin, it will take approximately 2-3 minutes for the door lock to release.
Remove items from the washer when the cycle ends. For best results, follow the fabric care label instructions on items to be washed. @@Just turning the knob
to another selection will not change the cycle. @@Two rinses and an automatic extra rinse are followed by a final spin. @@ extra Rinse and Extra Spin are
available options.
@@To minimize wrinkling, the Warm Rinse and Extra Spin are not available with this cycle. the Extra Rinse and Press Saver options can be selected. Quick
Quick Cycle provides 5 minutes of reversing tumble wash action for lightly soiled items that must be laundered quickly, followed by 2 rinses and a final spin.
To save time, the Extra Rinse and Extra Spin options are not available with this cycle. Delicate This cycle provides 10 minutes of gentle reversing wash action
for knits and delicates, followed by 2 rinses and a final spin. To protect your delicate items, a hot water wash and the Extra Spin option are not available. Ten
minutes of occasional tumbling are followed by 2 rinses and a slow final spin. To protect your hand washables, a hot water wash and the Extra Spin option
are not available. Six minutes of gentle reversing tumble wash action in cold water is followed by 2 rinses and an automatic Extra Rinse. Chlorine bleach will
not be dispened in this cycle.
Ten minutes of occasional tumbling are followed by 2 rinses and a slow final spin. If Warm/Warm is selected, both rinses are warm water. If Cold/Cold is
selected, both rinses are cold water. Note: Washing wool or silk garments labeled "Dry Clean Only" or using chlorine bleach can result in permanent
damage. Touch Up Use this cycle to refresh items that are not soiled, such as clean garments removed from luggage or storage containers, seasonal items
from closets, or wet loads forgotten in the washer. use half the detergent dose to prevent oversudsing. Three minutes of regular reversing tumble action are
followed by 2 rinses and a final spin. The Extra Spin option is not available with this cycle. extra Rinse and Press Saver options are available. Drain/Spin Use
the Drain/Spin cycle as a follow-up to a No Spin selection or anytime you want to drain water from the washer and spin out the load.
select the spin speed appropriate to the load. Rinse/Spin Select Rinse Spin for loads that need a cold water rinse or to add fabric softener that may have been
omitted in a regular cycle. @@Items will occacionally tumble slowly as they soak for 5 minutes. @@A hot water wash is not available with this cycle.
@@@@Chlorine bleach should not be used on items containing LycraTM.
@@@@@@The Extra Rinse and Extra Spin options are available with this cycle. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@A cold water
rinse saves energy and reduces wrinkling. @@@@Because most detergents work best in wash water at a minimum of 65Â° F, select settings with the symbol
for regulated wash and final rinse water temperatures. Soil Level Select Heavy SOIL to increase the wash time in some cycles. Delay Start Press Delay Start
to select a wash time convenient to your schedule or during off peak energy hours.
Control Lock To avoid having someone accidentally start or stop the washer, press OPTIONS and Select at the same time and hold for about 10 seconds until
the Control (Control Lock) lights up. "LOC" will be displayed alternately with the estimated cycle time. Turning the Cycle Selector knob or pressing any
button will produce flashing indicator lights and/or beeping. The time may increase if water pressure is low or the load becomes unbalanced. the approximate
time remaining will be displayed during the cycle. Status Lights The following will be displayed at the appropriate times during the cycle: Â· The washer
automatically adjusts the water level to the type and size of wash load. To select or delete the Press Saver, Extra Rinse, Extra Spin or Cycle Signal, press
OPTIONS until the blinking light indicates the desired option. Then, while it is blinking, press Select. the indicator will light when the option has been
selected. It will no longer be lighted when the option has been deleted.
To provide the best care for your laundry items, not every option is available with every cycle. Extra Rinse Use this option when additional rinsing is desired
to remove excess dirt and detergent. it is recommended for heavily soiled loads or if household members have sensitive skin. @@@@ this will improve water
extraction and decrease drying time. @@@@ â· Increasing spin speed will extract more water and decrease drying time. HANG DRY is available with some
cycles to gently spin items that should not be machine dried. The load will be very wet. Remove items from the wash drum to drip dry or select Drain/Spin to
remove excess water at a more convenient time. Cycle Selections - The following chart shows the temperatures, speeds and options available for each cycle.
Available settings ** Estimated cycle duration is based on factory settings and does not include water fill times, out-of-balance or oversudsing conditions.
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